Abstract -The vision systems mounted on mobile robots, which are moving on the rugged environment or enduring mechanical vibration, usually suffer from instable video during acquisition. In this paper, a fast video stabilization technique for robot application is presented. The proposed approach takes full advantage of intrinsic characteristics of the unwanted camera motion. There are four main steps involved in the proposed approach: feature extraction, motion estimation, motion compensation and undefined region mosaicing. We began with extracting the global features in 9 sub-regions of the current frame. The blocks with extracted features are matched in the reference frame from predicted start position. The computed motion consists of both expected and unexpected components. They are distinguished by motion smooth process and followed by motion compensation. As the result of frame shifting, some border regions are undefined. To solve this problem, inter-frames data is taken in consideration to fill those regions. A series of experiments with vivid data have been conducted. The results have revealed the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
ver the past several years, there has been growing interest in intelligent robots, which integrates technologies from diverse areas, attempts to effectively implement robot-human-environment interface and cooperation. Recently, vision system plays an important role in advanced robotic tasks as an irreplaceable sensor. It applies to many autonomous platforms, such as unmanned vehicle [1] , mobile robot [2] , surveillance platform [3] [4] [5] , UAV [6] , etc. With clearly and stably acquired vision information, those platforms can detect, recognize, measure and track the objects in the image domain. However, while the autonomous platforms is moving on the rugged environment, enduring mechanical vibration or by wind blowing, shaking of the camera happened, resulting in the instable image of the video sequence. An explanation of this phenomenon is introduced in Fig. 1 . The performances of vision system have been significantly impaired by the effect of image instability. In this paper, we present a technique to deal with this issue for potential applications on autonomous mobile robots.
The goal of video stabilization is to remove unwanted motion from dynamic video sequence, by compensating the unwanted motion after global motion estimation. Typically there are two major methods: mechanical method stabilization and digital video stabilization. Mechanical video stabilization utilizes external sensors (eg. Gyro, accelerometer, spring and damping) and gimbal like mechanism to compensate the unexpected motion. Digital video stabilization doesn't need to add any device or sensors. It proposes to use programming to filter the unexpected motion. Comparing to mechanical method, digital video stabilization is low payload and cost, flexible, thus it's preferred by vision information processing fields.
Digital video stabilization is basically a three step process [1] . The first step is called motion estimation, which is estimating the global motion parameters. With various searching and matching algorithms, the motion vectors are computed. The second step is motion smoothing, which is applying a filter on these motion parameters to filter out the unwanted motion of the platform. In final step, motion compensation, a warping function is applied to the input image with the inverse of the previous motion vectors. After this process, a final video output formatting is performed to handle the borders of the warped image for which no current information is available.
Due to replicating searching and matching computation, Motion estimation consumes almost 65% time complexity. As increasing of the image resolution, the number of potential searching positions increased significantly. Novel matching algorithms are required to keep this solution in real-time. The local motion vectors of expected motion, such as moving object in the image, and those of unexpected motion are mixed, which should be distinguished. This paper proposed a fast digital video stabilization approach providing real time solution and border region filling. The mechanical characteristics of vibration source are analyzed and the camera motion prediction model is proposed. With sub-region features extraction and motion smoothing strategy, the expected motion is filtered out.
A Fast Video Stabilization Algorithm with Unexpected Motion Prediction Strategy
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we investigated the previous works related to this paper. The camera model and motion characteristics are addressed in Section III. The critical techniques for implementing the proposed process are given in Section IV. This includes feature extraction, motion estimation and motion compensation. Experimental results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents our conclusions and suggests related future work.
II. PREVIOUS WORKS
While the mobile robot is moving on the rugged environment, enduring mechanical vibration or wind blowing, the vision system would acquire instable vision, which results in degrading the effectiveness of vision processing. Many digital video stabilization approaches are proposed to solve this problem. There are three issues decided the performance of digital video stabilization systems.
The first issue depends on the strategy selection of motion estimation, which is crucial for fast solution and real-time application. Feature extraction and matching techniques are two important steps. Features can be roughly grouped into two categories, local and global. Local features (e.g., points, edges, corners, faces, textures, and colors) generally possess a higher degree of tolerance to occlusion, but lower tolerance to noise. Liang et al. [7] , extracting the global features of lane lines and the road vanishing point from the input images. Broggi et al. [8] , extracted the horizontal edges histogram as the specific feature by considering the effectiveness of automotive application. In [9] [10] [11] , they all selects SIFT to realize features extraction. Matching techniques can be divided into two class, block matching [12] [13] [14] and feature-based matching [8] , [7, [9] [10] [11] .
The second issue is filtering the global motion among local motion vectors mixed with both expected and unexpected movements. This situation usually happened in vision system of mobile vehicles or robots. Liang et al. [7] , estimated motion of camcorder mounted on the vehicle, which contains both expected and unexpected motion. Note that the expected motions estimated for successive images are generally inconsistent with each other because of noise, computational error and imperfect feature detection. Therefore, the expected motions computed at sequential stages are further smoothed. Angelo et al. [15] , using a robustness curve warping technique known as dynamic time warping for estimating the global motion. Lee et al. [16] , extracted robust feature trajectories from the input video and performed optimization to find the set of transformations to smooth out the trajectories and stabilize the video. In [17] , adopted a cost function minimizing step to smooth the motion parameters.
Another issue, usually neglected is generating the data to fill the undefined region after motion compensation. This region typically existed on the border. Several ways, such as filled with predefined data, old information or inter-frame image are adopted [1] . Tang et al. [12] proposed the edge completion algorithm incorporating mosaicking and in painting of neighbor frames, so as to reduce the impact of error propagation. To solve this problem, Litvin et al. used multiple frame mosaicing to exploit the temporal correlation between frames [18] . Hu et al. [11] , extended the mosaicking method proposed by Litvin. They proposed to use Dynamic Programming to reduce the visual artifacts in the boundary of defined areas and the mosaicking. Matsushita et al. [19] , considered both the neighbor frames and the local motion field of the target frame, and proposed a motion inpainting algorithm to propagate the motion field into the missing image areas where local motion cannot be directly computed.
III. CAMERA MODEL

A. Camera Model
By establishing the coordinate system W, plane contains the content of the visual information. As the camera model, the visual information is projected on the image plane {O R X R Y R }, where coordinate system I is locating on the image sensor. By perspective projection, a point P w in W belongs to plane {O w X w Y w } is in accordance with P u in I. During the desired video acquisition, in which the frame sequence is stable, the projection point P u on image plane is constant while the target P w on content plane is static, which is shown in Fig. 2(a) .
While the vision system is endured unwanted mechanical movement, the camera has a 6 DOF motion. In camera . The coordinate system C is fixed on the camera, they seem rigidly connected as
where the transformation matrix T C is constant value. In stable sequence, P u in image plane is time invariant. However, if there is movement of the camera, P w of the target is projected on a new point P d in image plane, which there is a deviation e w between P u and P d defined as
The image sensor reflect only 2D information of the environment, thus the deviation is
During the vibration of camera, the image plane is moving in a certain domain. The time-dependent of e w is presented
where
X t represent the value of P d in X R of image plane. The same meaning is that of
B. Camera Motion Analysis
The movement of camera on the platform enduring vibration isn't an independent motion. Usually there is reciprocating style. While the mobile robot is moving on the rugged environment, firstly, there is external force make the camera rotate upward. If the external force disappeared, the camera would try to rotate downward. Considering it isn't rigid enough, the movement of camera passed the expected position and continued to move downward. It becomes stable based on the spring-damping parameters. The global motion of the platform is usually at constant speed, and vibration is with accelerations during reciprocating movement. As the image plane is a 2D domain, the accelerations of camera movement is defined as 
In digital image frame, the time of frames t in sequence is represent by discrete number n. Thus, Eq. (7) is replaced by 
IV. PROPOSED VIDEO STABILIZATION METHOD
The proposed process flow is shown in Fig. 3 . In accordance with most digital video stabilization algorithms, there are motion estimation, motion smoothing and motion compensation. In motion estimation, a sub-region feature extraction and prediction based matching process are designed to increase the process speed and robustness. Local motion vectors belong to expected moving objects are filtered in motion smoothing. In motion compensation, the image is warped with a proposed border region filling approach.
A. Features extraction
In the first step of motion estimation, many feature objects or blocks in current frame are extracted for searching 
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and matching in reference frame. The positions of those features and those of their correspondence in reference frame are used in motion estimation in many types of models. Many feature extraction method are proposed, some typical solutions are listed in Section 2. However, in some situation, there are moving object in the video. Thus, the features extracted sometimes belong to the expected moving objects. If those features are extracted for global motion estimation, the values incorporated with noise are generated. To avoid this problem, we divide the full frame in nine sub-region averagely [3] . It is shown in Fig. 4 . 
where the height and width of P ij are the same to be in accordance with average assumption.
In [3] , only the cross position of grid are adopted for matching. However, in many situations, those positions don't contain any feature and are difficult to matching. In proposed, features are extracted in each sub-region by reference the frame signature [15] . By integral projection [20] , the basic technique of the frame signature, pixel values of each row and column are summed up and two characteristics Finally, extracted features in each sub-region, nine centers of feature are acquired. The frame signature is shown in Fig. 5 and the feature extraction result of a sample image is shown in Fig. 6 . Block matching technique is utilized in proposed algorithm. Nine macro blocks, which locate at the centers of feature extracted in full image, are defined and computed for matching. 
B. Motion Estimation
There are many block searching strategies (e.g., Full Search, Diamond Search) to determine the trajectories. Those types of strategies are effective in block matching, when the motion or deviation of consecutive frames are difficult to predict, but cost too much time. In this paper, we proposed an approach to predict the approximate motion of current to determine the start position to search.
Define the motion vector of extracted features between two frames are 
where F and R F are the matrix of features in current and reference frames respectively.
Before the matching process of current frame I P, the prediction motion vector
Then, the start position for searching trajectory in reference frame I R is located at
The prediction approach is based on the reciprocating characteristic of the camera, which is described in Section 3. Assume 
where P(x, y)和 R(x, y) are the pixel values at (x,y) of current and reference frames respectively. N and M, T and Q, are the up-left coordinate of macro blocks. As defined by Eq. (14) , in proposed algorithm, I=J=8 or 16.
C. Motion smoothing &compensation
During motion estimation process, motion vectors of nine extracted features are matched and computed. However, there are features belongs to the moving target in video, these features would affect the motion estimation of global motion vector. Thus, these vectors belongs to the moving objects ought to be filtered before motion smoothing.
Define the motion vectors of local features are iii V P R , i=1,2,3..9, where i P and i R are the same feature in current frame and reference frame respectively. As the full frame is divided into nine sub-regions, the features are distributed in the whole image domain, most of the features located in the background. Thus, the average value of the local motion vectors are computed by
Where N=9 in this paper. Evaluate the Euclidean distance as
Rank and Select six blocks of features with minimum i d to compute the global motion vector, which is acquired by
where G V is the global motion vector with horizontal and vertical components.
With global motion vector and six selected local motion vectors, the instable current frame could be compensated by the affine motion model [21] .
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A video sequence is tested by the proposed algorithm. This scene is the camera mount on the mobile robot, which is moving. Here we get a global motion. The typical consecutive frames are shown in the top row in Fig. 7 . A target with mark logo is included in the scene as a benchmark of the motion, which isn't extracted as the feature in the experiments.
Three aspects of the proposed algorithm are evaluated: effectiveness of stabilization, efficiency with motion prediction and results with border region mosaicing. 
A. Effectiveness of stabilization
Middle row of Fig. 7 shows the compensated frames in accordance with top row. By the red sub-line in the image, which is assumed to be static, we can find it stable after tested. The numerical results are evaluated by the assistant of mark logo. With the mark, we can calculate the motion of horizontal and vertical direction in the pixel distance. The result is shown in Fig. 8 .
As revealed by the results above, the vibration counts in pixels are reduced in horizontal and vertical respectively. It's approximately 10% amplitude of the original video. This experiment proves the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
B. Efficiency with prediction
Vision application requires to acquire and process image information in real time. The process speed is critical. The 575 most time consumed step of video stabilization is motion estimation, which has enormous block computation. Finding the matching position with less amount of block computation would contribute to time and resource saving.
Applying the same video stabilization hierarchy proposed to the test video sequence, but with difference at motion estimation. First one is without prediction, thus begin the estimation from the same position as that of current frame. The other one uses the whole proposed algorithm, which there is motion prediction. The times of blocks matching before finding the optimization blocks is shown in Fig. 9 . The total time consumed in motion estimation is computed as searching positions multiple matching time, where matching time is constant in the same process platform by applying SAD as Eq. (18) . Thus, Fig. 9 revealed that the proposed prediction method successfully reduced the processing time of motion estimation.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper described a fast video stabilization algorithm that provides noticeably less computational cost with border regions filled. We first divided the full frame of current image into nine sub-regions averagely and extracted typical feature in each region. The camera motion is predicted by considering the reciprocating characteristic. Nine blocks with extracted feature are evaluated matching level by searching and computation with defined rule from the predicted position in reference frame. By combining the larger diamond and small diamond strategy, the searching times is reduced significantly. With applying the mean filter technique, the global motion vector is distinguished from local motion vectors including expected moving components. Referenced the human vision duration characteristic, a border region filling strategy is introduced. By considering the inter frame relation, the border region is filled with smoothed and reasonable data. By conducting the designed experiment with real video, the results confirmed that the video is stable compare to the original video and computational complexity of the proposed algorithm can be decreased by up to 20% of that without motion prediction. The border region is filled smoothly at the same time. The results revealed the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
